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Abstract
This paper is a preliminary step in the direction of the definition of aradically new wing concept that has been conceived to maximize thelift even at low speeds. It is expected to equip new aerial vehicleconcepts that aim to compete against helicopters and tilt rotors. Theyaim achieving very good performance at very low speed (5 to 30 m/s) by mean of an innovative concept of morphing ducted-fanpropelled wing that has been designed to maximize the lift force. Thispaper presents an effective bibliographic analysis of the problem thatis a preliminary necessary step in the direction of the preliminarydesign of the wing. A preliminary CFD evaluation allowsdemonstrating that the claimed results are in line with the initialexpectations. According to the CFD, results it has been produced apreliminary energetic evaluation of the vehicle in a flying carconfiguration by EMIPS method. Even if the results are stillpreliminary, they allow evidencing a good energy efficiency of thevehicle against helicopters.
Introduction
Generalities
This paper presents a radically new wing design that aims to equipradically new aircraft designs such as flying car or other new aircraftarchitectures with the aim of emulating the behaviour of helicoptersand tilt rotors with much higher efficiency, better performances andhigher safety levels. The specific design has been realized to allowproducing typical manoeuvres including VTOL operations andhovering by mean of a radically new and simple high-chambermorphing wing with an embedded ducted fan. It has a dualconfiguration: the first one aims to increase lift by mean of Coandăeffect [1] and super circulation [2] and the other one aims to producea vertical thrust by jet deviation. It is derived by a family of possibleconfigurations, which have been preliminarily originated by theoptimization of the energy balance of a helicopter in flight. Byoptimizing this model, it is possible to define a new vehicle conceptthat can do anything that a helicopter can do with mayor energeticbenefits. The above analysis identifies the possibility of overcomingthe energetic limits of rotary wing aircrafts with respect to othervehicles [3]. In particular, the future environmental exigencies ofgreening aeronautics have focused the attention on possible solutionsthat can be electrically propelled [4-7]. The main characteristics orethe proposed wing design are the following.
1. distributed electrical propulsion by mean of ducted fanpropellers embedded into the wing [11, 12];
2. acceleration of the fluid stream on the upper surface of the wingby mean of EDF propellers [13] that produces a much higher liftcoefficient, with respect to any other aircrafts (up to 9-10);3. very low stall speed (lower than 10m/s) and consequent increaseof the flight envelope in the low speed domain up to 10÷12 m/s;4. flight at lower velocity than stall speed by the innovative flapsthat can change both the configuration of the aircraft in flightand the direction of the thrust by mean of Coandă effect [14].
The functional scheme shows clearly the two configurations of thewing. It can assume a position that produces an increased lift force bymean of the coupled action of both Coanda effect on the convexsurface of the mobile wing and the attraction effect on the high-speedstream.  This configuration is adequate for high-speed cruise flight. Asecond configuration is obtained by mean of an axial rotation of therear wing for low speed flight to produce an almost vertical directionof the thrust. with an almost vertical lift coefficient and moredeflected thrust, and by mean of fluid deflection to an almost verticaldirection of thrust for vertical take off and landing (VTOL) andhovering [15].
Figure 1. Architecture of the new high lift propelled wing.
Simplified energy balance of air vehicles
With the development of aviation technology, helicopter has coupledeffective performances and flexibility [16-17] with lower energyefficiency with respect to any other vehicle [18]. The energyinefficiency of helicopters has been demonstrated specifically byTrancossi who has performed an effective comparison of the
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energetic performances of different vehicles by EMIPS (ExergeticMaterial Input per Unit of Service) [19, 20] method.
Trancossi [11] has modified the former assessment method byDewulf by considering the mass of the vehicle (whatever is hisnature) divided into the mass of the vehicle and the mass of thepayload. In this way, he analyses the energy efficiency of the vehicleand the one for moving the payload. The results for helicopters haveidentified their energetic and exergetic inefficiency.
Figure 2. Forces on a helicopter during flight.
Figure 3 Forces on an aircraft during flight.
Helicopter are capable of vertical take off and landing, verticalmovements, forward and reverse flight, and hovering. Having a verylimited aerodynamic lift, they need a much higher thrust also invertical direction. The forces that apply to helicopter during differentflight conditions are summarily presented into Figure 1. The forcesapplied on a helicopter changes in different flight conditions [22] andthe equations of flight mechanics of helicopters can be obtained fromPhillis and Venkatesan [23].
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Three different conditions can be evidenced: vertical flight (Figure1.a and b) forward flight (Figure 1.c) and reverse flight (Figure 1.d).
According to figure 2, it is possible to express the equations of flightof an aircraft [24, 25] that can apply also to tilt rotors in horizontalflight.
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In horizontal flight they become
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Wood [9] and Zuang [26] have developed helicopters energetic flightmodels of a helicopter. From it can be possible to derive the equationof the energy state of a generic multicopter with n propellers at anyaltitude airspeed-RPM combination:? ? ???? ni iiImghmVE 1 22 2121 (3)
Equations (2), (2’) and (3) can describe also tilt rotor aircrafts, suchas Boeing Osprey, which allow coupling some of the features ofhelicopter and some of the features of aircraft.
Tiltrotors
Tilt rotors are aircrafts, which can tilt their propellers allowing themto operate with vertical (helicopter mode) or horizontal axis (airplanemode). Military users use Tilt rotors, even if some civil vehicles aregoing to be delivered on the market.
Tilt rotors, such as Boeing Osprey [27], have large tilting propellersthat can assume both vertical axis (helicopter mode) and horizontalaxis (airplane mode). They are mostly used in military field, but somecivil concepts have been presented. They have problems andoperative limits [28]: vibrations of drive shafts, coupled wing/shaftflexing, high disc loading generates excessive downwash, instabilitywhen wing angle is between 35° and 80°.
Figure 4: Tilt rotor aircraft configurations during flight
They have also a lower efficiency against helicopters in vertical flightand against aircraft in horizontal flight [29]. In particular, the Phase II
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report on Osprey [29] demonstrates that a twin-engine commercialtiltrotor derived from the military V-22 would be comparable to amedium-size commuter turboprop and could carry around 40passengers up to 600 miles. It would be capable of vertical takeoffand landing, but short takeoff and landing rolls would improvepayload or range. Tiltrotors could use existing airports, but 40-seatversions would be too large for many heliports. To compete withairline shuttle service, passenger cabin noise, vibration, and overallcomfort levels will have to be at least equivalent to that of commuteraircraft, such as the DeHavilland Dash 8-300. Compared withturboprop aircraft, a tiltrotor would cost around 40 to 45 % more toproduce and about 14 to 18 % more to operate (over a 200-mile trip).
In addition, they have suffered of some operative problems [30] sincevertical landings at unimproved sites produce massive dust cloudsthat are ingested into its engines. This is why V-22s rarely stray fromhard surface runways, and prefer rolling take-offs to outrun any dust.This particular problem forced to introduce limits in operations.
Figure 5. Expected development of tilt rotors
Autogyros
Autogyros [31, 32] have a horizontal axis propeller and a free-spinning rotor actuated by the relative motion in air that sustains theautogiro [33]. Autogyros had a large success both in civil andmilitary aviation. Development continued to bring the rotor up to asufficient speed for takeoff. The Pitcairn-Cierva Autogiro solved theproblem with a mechanical power transmission, which can bedetached by a clutch.
Figure 6 De la Cierva 1923 autogyro.
A particular architecture of autogiros is Rotodyne [34]. It was a1950s compound gyroplane realized by Fairey Aviation for bothcommercial and military applications [32]. The Rotodyne has beenconceived as autogyro design propelled by coupled tip jet-poweredrotor that burned a mixture of fuel and compressed air produced bytwo wing-mounted turboprops. The rotor has been powered duringVTOL operations, hovering and low-speed translational flight. It wasautorotating during cruise flight in which the necessary power has
been produced by to two propellers applied to the turboprops. Theproject was stopped because of huge acoustic problems.
Figure 7 Fairey Rotodyne
Propelled wings
Another competitor of helicopter is propelled wing architecture.Propelled wings have been designed with multiple concepts that cancouple also with diffused propulsion concepts:
1. Magnus Effect enhancers introduces cylinders propeller into awing increasing fluid adhesion [35].
Figure 8. Magnus effect enhancer or propulsion (1941)
2. Jet diffusers [36, 37] couple jet propulsion with wings. Jet wingdischarge distributes the jet exhausts using channels inside thewings and coupled with mobile flaps that allow orienting the jet(Figure 1). Wing-mounted jet-propulsion system [38] develops asimilar concept, by mean of multiple jets inside a wing.
Figure 9. Jet wing discharge propulsion system (1949)
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Figure 10. Wing mounted jet propulsion
Figure 11. The patents by Capuani
Figure 12. LEAPTech wing mounted on the testing truck during ground testactivities; NASA SCEPTOR 3D models; comparison between LEAPTech themuch higher lift generated by the present propelled wing concept.
Coandă effect enhanced aircrafts
Capuani [39, 40] has proposed a jet-propelled aircraft in whichpropulsion jets are directed over the top surface of the wing (Figure11). It produces additional lift because of the supercirculationinduced on the wing and the deflection of the jets downwards bymean of Coandă effect, immediately downstream of the wing is
provided with two longitudinal surfaces projecting from said topsurface to form a single surface ejector system.
The results of the former EU FP7 ACHEON (Aerial Coandă HighEfficiency Orienting Nozzle) Project [41, 42] has demonstrated that itis possible to produce a propulsive synthetic jet, which is generatedby two impinging streams, by mean of Coandă effect (Fig.1). Thecore of the ACHEON thrust and vector propulsion is a nozzle withtwo internal channels, which converge in a single outlet with twofacing Coandă surfaces (3) and (3’).
Figure 13. ACHEON Nozzle concept
Two impinging jets (2) and (2’) generate a synthetic jet that proceedsstraight if the streams have equal momentum, or adheres to theCoandă surface on the side of the stream with higher momentum.Control and stability are increased by Dielectric Barrier Discharge(DBD) installation [43, 44]. In particular, DBD has beenexperimented during the project into two different functions:
1. increasing the adhesion with a DBD jet directed in the directionof the fluid stream;2. Reducing the rigidity and favouring the detachment by mean ofa contrary jet.
The architecture fits with electric propulsion and subsonic aircrafts(Mach 0-0.5). In particular, it has verified that the deflection angle ofthe jet (and of the thrust) is a function of both momentums (andspeeds) of the two primitive streams and the geometric configurationof the nozzle [45, 46]. Trancossi et al. [47, 48] have clearlydemonstrated the advantages of ACHEON in case of application toSTOL aircraft in terms of takeoff roll and in case of horizontal flight.
Figure 14. Preliminary conceptual design of the aircraft [30]
Interesting fallout of the ACHEON project has been the preliminaryconcept of a new propelled wing configuration [3] and produced an
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effective energy model of a drone based on that wing (Fig. 2). Thekey advantage of this configuration is an almost perfect emulation ofthe behaviour of helicopters by a reversible system. This solution canbe interesting but it is still under development. It require effectiveducted system from inlet to the compressor and then to the outlet withreasonable pressure losses. Another hypothesis is a reversiblepropeller/compressor for propulsion that can be hosted inside thewing and ensure minimum pressure losses.
Figure 15. Nelson’s propulsion nozzle
Nelson has studied a new aircraft modular design, with a propulsionsystem, including an engine, inlet, and exhaust nozzle can beintegrated into the aft body to be at least partially hidden behind thewing [49]. In one embodiment, the entrance of the inlet can bepositioned beneath the wing, and the exit of the nozzle can bepositioned at or above the wing.
Radelspiel [50] has developed an important variable geometry wingjet discharge concept that uses tangential blowing of thin wall jets toovercome the adverse pressure gradients from locally very large flowturning rates increasing the Coandă effect. It also uses obliqueblowing of air jets to generate longitudinal vortices in the boundarylayer and to provide a convective redistribution of momentum in theboundary layer with an increase of turbulent momentum transport.Radelspiel has also produced an important activity on the influence ofstream-wise vortices on a generic high-lift configuration [51].
Figure 16. Radelspiel’s dual curvature flapped wing [31].
Figure 17. Supercirculation rotary wing by Drăgan
It is also important to cite the huge activity produced on theefficiency of turbo-machineries by Drăgan [52] who has coupledtraditional theoretical research with CFD. In particular, Drăgan hasassessed the robustness of the models of Coandă effect by Roderick[53] and Benner [54]. Drăgan [55] has also produced a fundamentalreference regarding coupling super circulation with Coandă effectadhesion on rotary wing propulsion.
Figure. 18.  NASA LEAPtech wing during tests (NASA Web site).
Some attempts of increasing the lift are connected to diffusedpropulsion embedded into the trailing of the wing. The mostsuccessful sample in this direction is constituted by the NASALEAPtech project [56]. The project is indented to increase the liftcoefficient of an aircraft wing by mean of diffused electricpropulsion. During preliminary testing on board of a truck, liftcoefficients CL in the range 5 - 7 have been achieved (Figure 4).
The integration of a LEAPTech wing into an aircraft will produceNASA’s SCEPTOR project [58], which will convert a Tecnam intothe X-57. It aim to improve the aerodynamic efficiency in cruise byreaching a better positioning of the cruise point along the drag polar,reducing the wetted area and increasing the aspect ratio of the wing[59]. Multiple propellers along the leading edge increases the localReynolds number and produce some increase in term of friction dragtogether with some disturbances in the lift distribution over the wing.
Theoretical background
A new propelled wing concept
The proposed propelled wing concept has been inspired by Nelson’snozzle [49], and the studies by Benner [54], Drăgan [52] andTrancossi’s blowing wing concept [3]. It is based on a dual systembased on an unconventional high lift wing coupled with an electricducted fan unit blowing on the top surface of the wing (Fig. 5).
Figure 19. Conceptual schematic of the proposed wing concept (showing inred) expected effect of Coandă adhesion
Using Benner’s model it can be possible to describe Coandă adhesionin terms of equilibrium between centrifugal and pressure forces:
R
dRudRFc 2???? ??  (4)
dpdRFp ??? ?              (5)where, dθ is the infinitesimal angular element.
The model of the system can be subdivided into two control volumesaccording to Fig. 6. The first one is dominated by fluid deviation by
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means of the presence of the interaction of the jet through a surface.The second one is dominated by the Coandă adhesion caused thepressure phenomena.
δb
δaδj
Figure. 20. Structure of the fluid dynamic jet
Pressure drop along the jet can be expressed according to Benner [54]who present a crude but functional model for h/R ratios smaller thanone. He produces a balance between the pressure forces and thecentrifugal forces acting upon a volume of fluid.
R huppy atmstatic jet ????? 2: ? (6)
Benner equation is based on difference on pressure only and worksproperly only for the condition h/R<1 and does not consider the shearstress and the external fluid attraction. Dragan has verified therobustness of this formulation, but has also evidenced the necessity ofintroducing a correction to allow Benner equation to fit betternumerical results. This activity on Benner model integrates with themodels by Trancossi [45,46]. The aim is not the production of anycorrective coefficient that can fit the results, but the definition of arobust theoretical model that can fit a set of problems that have beenmarginally studied. In particular, the proposed area of interest focusin a large jet that blows almost tangentially on a convex surface. Thispreliminary definition of a new wing concept assumes that R is largesome considerations can be done about the fluid jet development andit can be considered that the development of the boundary layer issimilar to the one over a flat plate. In particular, it can be assumedthat the thickness δ of the jet is given to two different thicknesses: δbthat refers to the boundary layer being caused by shear stress and toδa that refers to the jet and is caused by the phenomena of fluidattraction from the surrounding free stream.
Considering a preliminary 2D model the following assumptions canbe adopted:
3. The length over the Coandă surface has been indicated with x,?Rx ?where θ is the generic angle of contact.4. The Coandă jet considering the effects involved has beenconsidered as the combination of three effects:a. the boundary layer effect governed by shear stress;b. the equilibrium of centrifugal and pressure forces (mainCoandă effect);c. the attraction of the surrounding slower fluid;5. The three effects can be considered separately and their effectscan be added by superposition. In the core zone of the fluid, overthe boundary layer boundary, the velocity is kept at least in onepoint equal to the initial velocity of the jet;
6. The jet has an initial constant profile of velocity.
The gauge pressure at the nozzle outlet is zero (i.e., p2 = 0), since airis discharged to the atmosphere. According to the principle ofconservation of mass, neglecting the fluid attraction phenomena, itresults:
jetjetjetjet uA
AuuAuA ??????  (4)
By assuming Rx ??? , and assuming, that R is sufficiently large, ithas preliminary modeled the boundary layer according to the modelwhich is used for the boundary layer on a flat plane. For the boundarylayer term it can be possible to consider the solution by Schlichting[70] in a turbulent regime:
xbx
xxu
Re37.0Re ????? ???   (5)
Rx Ruxu ReRe ????????? ??????  (6)Skin friction for turbulent flows is given by
? ? 2.02.0 Re0594.0Re0594.0 RxfC ??? ?  (7)
Wall shear stress is another parameter of interest in boundary layers.It is usually expressed as a function of skin friction defined as:
? ? 2222.022 ReRe0594.021212 RuCuC RRff ????????? ?????? ?  (8)
and
? ? ux Rxb ?????? ???? 5.0Re37.0Re37.0  (9)
The fluid attraction phenomena can be modeled by the interaction ofthe external fluid and the jet. It is consequent of the differencebetween the static pressures of the surrounding fluid and the Coandăjet. It generates a reduction of the average velocity of the fluid, butgenerates an effective augmentation of the mass flow. Thisphenomenon presents more difficulties in term of an effectivemodeling. It has been preliminarily neglected.
Preliminary evaluation of the concept
A coupled study of both helicopters’ flight mechanics and of theabove-cited theoretical and conceptual references has allowedsynthesizing a radically new morphing wing concept according to theoperative schema described in Figure 19. It is composed by a frontpropulsive section and a rear bi-sided mobile convex/concave highcamber and low thickness wing profile (Figure 13).  It has a dualmode configuration. It increases the lift when the propulsive fluidstream flows over the convex wing profile by coupled action of highspeed on the top surface and attraction on the surrounding fluid. Itgenerates a vertical thrust by fluid deviation on the concave surfaceof the wing during takeoff, landing, hovering and very low speedoperations.
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Figure 21 - Architecture of the high lift propelled wing.
Figure 22. Preliminary wing design: (A) reference wing, (B) initial wingdesign; (C) final modified design
CFD setup method
Ansys Fluent 17.1 has been used for preliminary CFD simulations.They have been performed according to ERCOFTAC guideline [59]as described by Rizzi [60] and Celik [61], and by referencing Dragan[55], Schlichting [62], Pfingsten [63], and Besagni [64]. Thenumerical stability of the grid has been verified in unsteadyconditions through the numerical computation of the grid at differentrefinement levels. It has been found that, when the grid resolved theviscous sub-layer until y+ value less than 2, it is possible to get the jetdeflection angle independent of the grid. Two different turbulencemodels have been used Spalart Allmaras [65, 66] for preliminarysetup and SST K-ω [67, 68] model. Second order upwind scheme hasbeen used to discretize the momentum equation and of k and ωmodel. Pressure and velocity have been coupled through the PISO(Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators) method [69]. Pressuregradient term has been discretized using PRESTO (PREssureSTaggering Option) method [70]. The PRESTO scheme providesimproved pressure interpolation in situations where large body forcesor strong pressure variation are present. Unsteady term has beendiscretized using first order implicit method [71] taking advantage ofunconditionally stable with respect to time step size, which hasassumed Δt =1×10-03 s.
Preliminary cfd activity
The design has been preliminary verified by mean of preliminary 2DCFD simulations.  A preliminary CFD investigation on a 2D modelhas been performed in order to produce a preliminary optimization ofthe shape.
The study considers an initial design (Figure 14) which is based on ahigh-thickness wing profile that can reach high-lift values. .
The preliminary wing shape (Figure 22/A) has been initially modifiedhost a propeller and a second section that can move assumingdifferent positions (Figure 22/B). Both 2D and 3D simulations havebeen performed. Final meshes have been generated assuming thefollowing parameters:
1. lines discretization: 2.5 10-3 m;2. inflation layers: height: 0.25 10-3; expansion factor: 1.1; totallevels: 10; max aspect ratio: 1/5.A sample of the mesh of the wing is provided in figure 23. Inparticular, the following parameters have been reached: maxskewness: 1.54, max aspect ratio: 9.11.
Those preliminary results have produced a huge modification in thesystem architecture with the objective of reducing the pressure losses.From this very preliminary CFD it has been possible to produce anew architecture (Figure 22/C) with deep modifications in thepropeller area, which has been deeply analyzed by 2D simulations(Figure 24).
Figure 23 - Preliminary configuration 3D CFD
Figure 24 - Example of the Fluent tri-mesh with boundary layer refinement
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Figure 25 - An example of CFD solution
The simulations have been performed at different airspeeds in therange Uo=0÷20 m/s and different jet speeds Uj=Uo+5÷Uo+30 m/s.
Different cases have been evaluated. The reference wing has beensimulated in the same range.
Results have been reported for the configuration in Figure 22/C.Sample velocity vectors has been presented in Figure 25. The resultshave been analytically reported:
1. lift and drag for the reference wing in Figure 18,2. lift for the propelled wing profile in Figure 19,3. drag and lift coefficients in Figure 28 and 29.
It can be observed that CD and CL appear specifically variable anddependent on the intensity of the Coandă Jet.
The front air intake has the advantage of allowing an effectivereduction of Drag by mean of the front air intake. The results showclearly the expected lift and drag results.
Figure 26. CL as function of jet speed at different velocities.
Figure 27 - Lift results for wing in figure 21/C
Figure 28 - Drag Coefficient Results
Figure 29 - CL as function of jet speed at different velocities.
Figure 29 shows clearly that the it is possible to notice the mainproblem, which has been identified and regards explicitly theinteraction between the high speed stream and the mobile highchamber wing profile that has been installed. The optimization of themobile wing profile has been considered fundamental for producing amore effective wing profile.
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Analysis of CFD results
The results appear to be clearly in line with the Coanda effectmodels, which have been presented by Roderick and Brenner. In fact,it is evident the correlation between the angle of attachment and thegeometric parameters of the Coanda surface. This preliminarytheoretical evaluation of the results is being currently analysedaccording to first and second law.
On the other side, the results allow to define the redesign of the wingsystem to correct the defects and improve the limits of the testedconfiguration. The redesign activity has been focused on reducinginternal pressure drops caused by the reduction of the exit section andon a better shaping and kinematic analysis of the moving wing toimprove the fluiddynamic behaviour when the wing is used toproduce vertical thrust. A preliminary result of the redesign activityhas shown in Figure 30. This new configuration is currently undermassive CFD testing with the objective of producing a more effectivedesign that improves radically actual design.
Figure 30 - Main measures of the wing
Flying cars
This vehicle can insert into the segment of the flying cars. Majorcompetitors appear to be a vehicle, which is currently far from anyoptimization and appears like cars with deployable wings. Most ofthem are not VTOL and must take off from airports. They do notpresent any real operative advantage with respect to an aircraft.
1. AeroMobil is a car with deployable wings. It is under testing inultra-light category (Czech certification). When the final productwill be available or how much it will cost is not specified. [72]
Figure 31. Aeromobil flying car
2. Urban Aeronautics' X-Hawk and Airmule (unmanned) is aVTOL turbojet [73] powered aircraft announced in 2006 with afirst flight planned for 2009. It was intended to operate like atandem rotor helicopter, with ducted fans rather than exposedrotors. As of 2015, no flights had been reported.
Figure 32. Xplorair AirMule prototype and XHawk drawing
3. Moller Skycar M400 [74, 75] is a personal VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) aircraft that act as a tilt rotor with four pairs ofducted fan propeller moved by Wankel rotary engines.
Figure 33. Moller Skycar prototype
Skycar would be allowed to fly from airports & heliports. Theyhave proposed an all-electric version.
4. The Xplorair PX200 [76] is a project of single-seater VTOLaircraft without rotating airfoil, relying on Coandă effect andusing an array of small jet engines called "thermoreactors"embedded within tilt wings' body. A full-scale drone hasscheduled for flight at Paris Air Show 2017.
Figure 34. Xplorair PX200
5. Terrafugia TF-X [77] is an electric hybrid tilt-rotor vehicle thatwould be the first fully autonomous flying car. It has a range of500 miles (800 km) per flight and batteries are rechargeable by
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the engine. Development of TF-X is expected to last 8–12 years(2021–2025).
Figure 35. Terrafugia TF-X
6. Macro SkyRider X2R [78] is a project of a flying car which islighter than the Moller Skycar.
Figure 36. Macro SkyRider X2R
Figure 37. Preliminary aircraft architecture
Preliminary vehicle definition
The proposed wing is expected to be the key component of a novelurban all-electric flying vehicle. It is a two-seater (FAA-EASA Light-Sport aircraft) with a MTOW lower than 600 kg and a price in linewith high-class cars (around 90,000 €). The dimensions (length andwingspan lower than 7 m) allow operations from large urban roadsfor personal transport, emergency, civil protection and police use. Ithas the objective of substituting or integrating ground transport andhelicopters. It has an exceptional operative flexibility by performingboth VTOL and STOL operations.  It can be defined by usingindustrial grade battery (the BASF Ovonic NiMH battery that wasinstalled on the GM EV-1 [79]) with 80 Wh/kg at the cell level, and apower discharge of 100 W/l.
Figure 38. An emotional rendering.
By assuming the preliminary results produced by Hussain [80] andand Trancossi [81] in terms of performance of the wing it is possibleto produce a vehicle assessment that demonstrate the potential of theproposed vehicle. In the case of this electric vehicle, because of thenecessity of comparing solution with different fuels and propulsionsystems, GHG are evaluated at the 2014 value of EU GHG emissionfactor for electric production.
Figure 39. Another preliminary system rendering
Energy consumption and GHG emissions of Blowing urban-craft hasbeen estimated assuming CFD results and verified according to thewell-known second principle based EMIPS Method [19, 20] asmodified by Trancossi [18].
The evaluations consider a reference mission profile, which has beenshown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40. Reference mission profile.
The reference mission profile do not consider take off and landingoperations to allow an effective comparison between aircraft ofdifferent nature including aircrafts and helicopters.
Table 1. Comparison against competitors
The results clearly show the excellent energy efficiency and lowemissions of the vehicle with respect to the competitors in a speedregime between 25 and 30 m/s. Encouraging results have beenobtained, even if they are still a preliminary evaluation assessed onthe basis an approximated but well tested method that needs to beevaluated with a more effective method.
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Definitions/Abbreviations
EDF electric ducted fan
? angular speed (rpm, rad/s)
δ distance of the rear aileronsfrom center of mass (m)
δa boundary layer thickness
δb stream
ε thrust angle (deg, rad)
? glide angle (deg, rad)
? pitch angle of helicopterpropeller (deg, rad)
? density (kg/m3)
? Shear stress (kg/m2)
A area (m2)
D drag (N)
I moment of inertia (kg m2)
L lift (N)
R radius of Coandă surface (m)
T thrust (N)
W weight
h Coandă jet thiickness
n number of propeller
p pressure (Pa)
u velocity (m/s)
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